THE INTERNATIONAL FACILITY MANAGERS CONGRESS BUDDY PROGRAM

The alliance between CIFMERS Global and EuroFM has developed into this initiative which will enable students from Universities like yours to interact with FMs from all over the world in CIFMers 2016 to take place in Madrid on September 28th and 29th and beyond in EFMC 2017.

The Buddy Program consists of a group of buddies from different universities who will be chosen in a transparent and ethical way. The idea is to choose one boy and one girl per university, who will act as “official” interlocutors between the local student population and CIFMERS Global as organizers of the International Congress in 2016.

They will contribute by (not limited to):
- collecting ideas
- helping with the promotion of the congress amongst the students
- sharing the benefits of the existent CIFMERS APP
- explaining the study trips programs

The candidates from your University will have to send a short essay (around 1000 words) based on how to make CIFMers (and EFMC 2017) more modern, more updated, how they plan to move it in their networks, proposing new ideas for the congress, or how to help with the organization always, of course, from the student’s perspective.

The technical committee will choose from all proposals received the best from each university with the intent to have one female and one male from each one, so all universities are represented.

Each winning buddies will be awarded with:
- 2 days of accommodation in Madrid
- 2-day full pass for the conference and side events
- participation in the FM Games to be held as part of the Congress

We would like you to participate and therefore ask that you extend this invitation to your students, bachelors or Masters in any FM studies.

Responses must be received by 5pm July 15th and essays shall be sent via e-mail to buddies@cifmers.com with the following information detailed:

- University represented
- Student’s full name
- Gender
- Date of Birth
- FM related studies done (or being done)

Any questions you may have please feel free to contact info@cifmers.com
Looking forward to your participation!

THE EUROFM & CIFMERS GLOBAL TEAM